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The multidimensional positive definite advection transport algorithm (MPDATA) belongs to the group of nonoscillatory forward-
in-time algorithms and performs a sequence of stencil computations. MPDATA is one of the major parts of the dynamic core
of the EULAG geophysical model. In this work, we outline an approach to adaptation of the 3D MPDATA algorithm to the
Intel MIC architecture. In order to utilize available computing resources, we propose the (3 + 1)D decomposition of MPDATA
heterogeneous stencil computations. This approach is based on combination of the loop tiling and fusion techniques. It allows us
to ease memory/communication bounds and better exploit the theoretical floating point efficiency of target computing platforms.
An important method of improving the efficiency of the (3 + 1)D decomposition is partitioning of available cores/threads into work
teams. It permits for reducing inter-cache communication overheads. This method also increases opportunities for the efficient
distribution of MPDATA computation onto available resources of the Intel MIC architecture, as well as Intel CPUs. We discuss
preliminary performance results obtained on two hybrid platforms, containing two CPUs and Intel Xeon Phi. The top-of-the-line
Intel XeonPhi 7120P gives the best performance results, and executesMPDATAalmost 2 times faster than two Intel XeonE5-2697v2
CPUs.

1. Introduction

In the last years, we can observe that the computational
power of processors has been rising much more faster than
the memory bandwidth. As a result, modern processor
architectures are very unbalanced concerning the relation
of theoretical peak performance versus memory bandwidth
[1]. One of the main problems of porting codes to the latest
computing platforms is to take the full advantage of memory
hierarchies.

Intel MIC is a novel architecture for high performance
computing [2–4]. It contains a large number of cores andwide
vector processing units. The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is
the first product based on this architecture. It offers notable
performance advantages over traditional processors and
supports practically the same traditional parallel program-
ming model. Although it is designed for massively parallel

applications, there is still an open question of how scientific
applications can utilize the computing power of Intel MIC.
The primary challenge is an efficient utilization of available
computing resources which correspond to 57–61 cores and
powerful vectors units with 512-bit width. When tackling
this challenge, the main issue is delivering on-time data
required for computations, taking into account features of
the Intel MIC’s main memory and cache hierarchy. Firstly,
the main memory bandwidth should be shared across more
than 228 threads. Secondly, apart from providing an efficient
placement of data in the cache hierarchy, the distributed
structures of L2 cache force programmers to minimize the
intercache traffic between cores.

In this work, the efficient adaptation of the multidi-
mensional positive definite advection transport algorithm
(MPDATA) to the Intel MIC architecture is investigated.
As one of the most time-consuming routines, MPDATA
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is among the two major parts of the dynamic core of the
EULAG geophysical model [5–7]. EULAG (Eulerian/semi-
Lagrangian fluid solver) is an established numerical model
for simulating thermofluid flows across a wide range of scales
and physical scenarios, including the numerical weather
prediction (NWP). The structure of MPDATA consists of a
set of heterogeneous stencils, where each stencil may depend
on one or more others. Stencil computations are widely
used in scientific algorithms and simulations [8–10]. In these
computations, each point in a data grid is updated based
on its neighbours [9] according to a fixed rule. MPDATA
requires the loading of 5 input matrices and returns only one.
We currently focus on the use of MPDATA in NWP, where
the size of grids is limited by 𝑛 ≤ 2048, 𝑚 ≤ 1024, and
𝑙 = [64, 128]. In our previous work [11], it has been shown
that MPDATA is strongly memory-bounded.

In this paper, we show how to use some of optimization
methods that we found effective, and demonstrate their
impact on the performance of both Intel MIC and CPU
architectures. The proposed adaptation of MPDATA to Intel
MIC is based on the (3 + 1)D decomposition of MPDATA
heterogeneous stencil computations, using combination of
loop tiling and loop fusion techniques. It allows us to ease
the memory and communication bounds and better exploit
the floating point efficiency of target computing platforms.
Another contribution of the paper is a method for increasing
efficiency of computations by reducing intercache communi-
cations. This method is based on the partitioning of available
cores/threads into independent work teams. This paper is an
extended version of work presented in [1, 12]. This study not
only proposes modifications in the (3 + 1)D decomposition
of MPDATA, but also introduces the notion of work team
partitioning.

The paper is organized as follows. Related works are
outlined in Section 2, while Section 3 presents the target
Intel MIC architecture. Section 4 presents an overview of
the MPDATA algorithm. Sections 5 and 6 introduce the
(3 + 1)D decomposition of MPDATA and the method of
the partitioning of cores into independent work teams,
respectively. An approach to the MPDATA parallelization
based on exploiting the task and data parallelism is described
in Section 7. Preliminary performance results are presented
in Section 8, while Section 9 gives conclusions and future
work.

2. Related Work

In our previous works [7, 13], we proposed two decomposi-
tions that provide the adaptation of MPDATA computations
to CPU and GPU architectures separately. The achieved
performance results showed the possibility of achieving high
performance both on CPU and GPU platforms. Recently,
we have developed [14] a hybrid CPU-GPU version of
2D MPDATA, to fully utilize all the available comput-
ing resources by spreading computations across the entire
machine. To reveal performance constraints for theMPDATA
algorithm running on hybrid architectures, we follow the

simple methodology presented in [8], where the attainable
performance is estimated based on the flop-per-byte ratio.

Preliminary studies of porting anelastic numerical mod-
els to modern architectures, including hybrid CPU-GPU
architectures, were carried out in works [15, 16]. The results
achieved for porting selected parts of EULAG to nontra-
ditional architectures revealed a considerable potential in
running scientific applications, including anelastic numerical
models, on novel hardware architectures.

The newest research of EULAG parallelization on con-
ventional HPC architectures has been carried out using IBM
Blue Gene/Q and CRAY XE6 [17, 18]. The 3D MPI paral-
lelization has been used for running EULAGon these systems
with tens of thousands of cores, or even with more than 100K
cores. However, when parallelizing EULAG computations on
supercomputers and CPU clusters, the efficiency is declined
below 10%.

TheMPDATAalgorithm is a collection of stencils kernels,
which are commonly known as memory-bounded [10, 19].
Such kernels have been investigated by many authors over
the years [8, 9, 14, 20–24]. The main direction of mem-
ory optimizations for stencil computations has principally
focused on different decomposition strategies, like space and
temporal blocking techniques [20], that attempt to exploit
locality by performing operations on data blocks of a suitable
size before moving on to the next block. These strategies
have been used to improve the efficiency of implementing
stencil codes in the context of variety of multi-/manycore
architectures (see, e.g., [14, 22, 25]). The main assumption
for using the temporal blocking method is that no other
computations need to be performed between consecutive
stencils (or stages). This assumption has been aggressively
used by us in [14] to improve the efficiency of implementing
2D stencil codes on hybrid CPU-GPUplatforms by removing
or delaying synchronization between stages.

The Intel MIC architecture is a relatively fresh computing
platform; however, themanagement ofmemory hierarchy has
been the target of optimizations in the past. In particular,
the performance evaluation of sparse-matrix multiplication
kernels on the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor was presented
in [4]. The authors show that Xeon Phi’s sparse kernels
performance is very promising and even better than that
of cutting-edge CPUs and GPUs. This is mostly due to
the Xeon Phi’s wide registers and vectorization capabilities.
Additionally, they report that a relatively small size of L2
cache per core is not a problem for the coprocessor, but having
61 cores induces a significant intercache traffic overhead. In
this paper, we observe a similar problem and propose how to
solve it for MPDATA heterogeneous stencil computations.

Some results on porting stencil computation on Intel
Xeon Phi were presented in [26], where the regular 7-point
3D stencil kernel was investigated. After observing that
its performance is bounded by memory access, the cache
blocking is used by dividing the grid into multiple blocks of
size 𝐵

𝑖
× 𝐵
𝑗
× 𝐵
𝑘
. As compared with the naive parallelization,

this approach allows the authors to increase the performance
by 64% or 23%, depending on the grid size. The memory
behavior of stencil codes related to their performance on
Xeon Phi was the primary focus of paper [27], where different
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types of regular stencils were studied. In contrast to these
researches, where only regular (or homogeneous) stencils
codes were ported to the IntelMIC architecture, amuchmore
complex case of heterogeneous stencils is considered in this
paper.

3. Architecture Overview

3.1. Intel MIC Architecture. The Intel MIC architecture com-
bines many Intel CPU cores onto a single chip [28]. The
Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is the first product based on
this architecture. The main advantage of these accelerators
is that it is built to provide a general-purpose programming
environment similar to that provided for Intel CPUs. This
coprocessor is capable of running applications written in
industry-standard programming languages such as Fortran,
C, and C++.

The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor includes processing cores,
caches, memory controllers, PCIe client logic, and a very high
bandwidth, bidirectional ring interconnect [28, 29]. Each
coprocessor contains more than 50 cores clocked at 1 GHz or
more. These cores support four-way hyperthreading, which
gives more than 200 logical cores.The actual number of cores
(from 57 to 61) depends on the generation and model of a
specific coprocessor. Each core features an in-order, dual-
issue ×86 pipeline, 32 KB of L1 data cache, and 512 KB of L2
cache that is kept fully coherent by a global-distributed tag
directory. As a result, the aggregate size of L2 caches can
exceed 25MB. The memory controllers and the PCIe client
logic provide a direct interface to the GDDR5memory on the
coprocessor and the PCIe bus, respectively. The coprocessor
has over 6GB of on-board memory (maximum 16GB). The
high-speed bidirectional ring connects together all the cores,
caches, memory controllers, and PCIe client logic of Intel
Xeon Phi coprocessors.

An important component of each Intel Xeon Phi pro-
cessing core is its vector processing unit (VPU) [28], that
significantly increases the computing power. Each VPU
supports a new 512-bit SIMD instruction set called Intel
Initial ManyCore Instructions. The new ability to work with
512-bit vectors enables the fact of operating on 16 float or 8
double elements, instead of a single one.

The Intel Phi coprocessor is delivered in form factor of a
PCI express device and can not be used as a stand-alone pro-
cessor. Since the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor runs the Linux
operating system, any user can access the coprocessor as a
network node and directly run individual applications in the
native mode.These coprocessors also support heterogeneous
applications wherein a part of the application is executed
on the host (CPU), while another part is executed on the
coprocessor (offload mode).

3.2. Target Platforms. In this study, we use two platforms con-
taining a single Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor.The first platform
is equipped with the two newest Intel Xeon E5-2697 v2 CPUs
(total of 2 × 12 cores), based on the Ivy Bridge architecture,
and the Intel Xeon Phi 3120A card (57 cores). The second
one includes two Sandy Bridge-EP Intel Xeon E5-2665 CPUs
(2 × 8 cores in total) and the top-of-the-line Intel Xeon

Table 1: Specification of tested platforms [36].

First platform Second platform

Product Intel Xeon Intel Xeon Intel Xeon Intel Xeon
E5-2697 v2 Phi 3120A E5-2665 Phi 7120P

Code name Ivy
Bridge

Knights
Corner

Sandy
Bridge-EP

Knights
Corner

Number of
cores 2 × 12 57 2 × 8 61

Number of
threads 2 × 24 228 2 × 16 244

SIMD length
[bits] 256 512 256 512

Freq. [GHz] 2.7 1.1 2.4 1.238
Peak [GFlop/s] 518 1003 307 1208
LLC∗ size
[MB] 2 × 30 28.5 2 × 20 30.5

Memory size
[GB] 64 6 64 16

Memory
bandwidth
[GB/s]

2 × 51.2 240 2 × 51.2 352

∗Last level cache (LLC) refers to L3 cache for CPU, and to L2 cache for Intel
MIC.

Phi 7120P coprocessor (61 cores). The peak performances of
these platforms are 1521.6 (2 × 259.2 + 1003.2)GFlop/s and
1515.5 (2 × 153.6 + 1208.3) GFlop/s, respectively. These values
are given for the double precision arithmetic, taking into
account the usage of SIMD vectorization. The important
feature of Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors is the high memory
bandwidth. In particular, Intel Xeon Phi 7120P provides
352GB/s of memory bandwidth, as compared with 2 ×

51.2GB/s for bothCPUplatforms. A summary of key features
of tested platforms is shown in Table 1.

4. Outline of MPDATA

MPDATA belongs to the group of nonoscillatory forward-in-
time algorithms and performs a sequence of stencil compu-
tations [5, 30]. The 3D MPDATA algorithm is based on the
first-order-accurate advection equation:

𝜕Ψ

𝜕𝑡

= −

𝜕

𝜕𝑥

(𝑢Ψ) −

𝜕

𝜕𝑦

(VΨ) −
𝜕

𝜕𝑧

(𝑤Ψ) , (1)

where 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 are space coordinates, 𝑡 is time, 𝑢, V, 𝑤 =

const are flow velocities, and Ψ is a nonnegative scalar field.
Equation (1) is approximated according to the donor-cell
scheme, which for the (𝑛 + 1)th time step (𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, . . .)
gives the following equation:

Ψ
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Figure 1: Data dependency graph for MPDATA.
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𝑈 ≡

𝑢𝛿𝑡

𝛿𝑥

, [𝑈]
+
≡ 0.5 (𝑈 + |𝑈|) ,

[𝑈]
−
≡ 0.5 (𝑈 − |𝑈|) .

(2)

The same definition is true for the local Courant numbers 𝑉
and𝑊.

The first-order-accurate advection equation is approxi-
mated to the second order in 𝛿𝑥, 𝛿𝑦, and 𝛿𝑡, through defining
the advection-diffusion equation. Such transformation is
widely described in the literature. For the full description
of the most important aspects of the second-order-accurate
formulation of MPDATA, the reader is referred to [5, 11].

As a part of the EULAG model, the MPDATA algorithm
is interleaved with other important computation (e.g., elliptic
solver) in each time step [31]. It limits the possibility to
apply any optimization beyond a single time step and, as a
consequence, the adaptation is performed inside each time
step.

The whole MPDATA computations in each time step
are decomposed into a set of 17 heterogeneous stencils,
called further stages. Each stage is responsible for calculating
elements of a certain matrix, based on the corresponding
stencil. The stages depend on each other, where outcomes
from prior stages are usually input data for the subsequent
computations (Figure 1).

A single MPDATA time step requires 5 input and one
output matrices; the other 16 matrices are intermediate ones.

In the basic, unoptimized implementation of the MPDATA
algorithm (Algorithm 1), every stage reads a required set
of matrices from the main memory and writes results to
the main memory after computation. In consequence, a
significant traffic to themainmemory is generated.Moreover,
compute units (cores/threads, and vector units) have to wait
for data transfers from the main memory to the cache
hierarchy.

For example, each loop iteration in the first stage reads
one value of 𝑢1- and two values of 𝑥 In-matrices and then
performs two multiples, two subtractions, and the max and
min operations, and finally writes one value to the 𝑥Out-
matrix. For double precision floating point element, this gives
32 bytes of transferred data. Thus, the operational intensity
is 6 flops/32 bytes = 0.187 (flop/byte), assuming that caches
exploit no reuse. Asmost modernHPC platforms, processors
can sustain at about several times as much instruction
throughput as DRAM data traffic [10, 19], so it is crucial
to reduce the main memory data transfers. In order to
better utilize features of novel accelerators, the adaptation
of MPDATA computations to the Intel MIC architecture is
considered in this work, taking into account the memory-
bounded character of the algorithm.

5. (3 + 1)D Decomposition of MPDATA
Heterogeneous Stencil Computations

5.1. Basic Concepts of Adaptation of MPDATA to Intel Xeon
Phi Coprocessor. The main aim of this work is to develop an
optimal parallel version of MPDATA heterogeneous stencil
computations that allows us to take the maximum advantage
of Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor, as well as modern CPUs.
First of all, the memory-bounded character of the MPDATA
algorithm must be alleviated in order to reveal the potential
of the available computing resources. To work around this
limitation, the (3 + 1)Ddecomposition ofMPDATAheteroge-
neous stencil computation is proposed.This decomposition is
based on a block decomposition using mixture of loop tiling
and loop fusion techniques. The prime assumption here is to
reduce a saturation of the main memory traffic.

This goal can be achieved by taking advantage of cache
memory reuse by shifting the data transfers from the main
memory to the cache hierarchy. After such modification, the
available computing resources are able to execute MPDATA
computations more efficiently. Hence, the (3 + 1)D decompo-
sition of MPDATA computation is considered firstly, while
utilization of cores and vector units is taken into account
subsequently. Further optimizations include partitioning of
threads into work teams to improve the efficiency of intra-
cache communication and synchronization, as well as the
MPDATA block parallelization based on the task and data
parallelisms.

5.2. Block Decomposition Using a Mixture of Loop Tiling
and Loop Fusion Techniques. Since 3D MPDATA algorithm
includes so many intermediate computations, one of the
primary methods for reducing the memory traffic within
each time step is to avoid data transfers associated with these
computations. It also allows us to improve the cache reuse and
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//stage 1

for i-dim

for j-dim

for k-dim

f1[i][j][k] = xIn[i][j][k] * max(0.0, u1[i][j][k])

- xIn[i-1][j][k] * (-min(0.0, u1[i][j][k]));

//stage 2

for i-dim

for j-dim

for k-dim

f2[i][j][k] = xIn[i][j][k] * max(0.0, u2[i][j][k])

- xIn[i][j-1][k] * (-min(0.0, u2[i][j][k]));

//stage 3

for i-dim

for j-dim

for k-dim

f3[i][j][k] = xIn[i][j][k] * max(0.0, u3[i][j][k])

- xIn[i][j][k-1] * (-min(0.0, u3[i][j][k]));

//stage 4

for i-dim

for j-dim

for k-dim

xOut[i][j][k] = xIn[i][j][k] - (f1[i+1][j][k]

- f1[i][j][k] + f2[i][j+1][k] - f2[i][j][k]

+ f3[i][j][k+1] - f3[i][j][k])/h[i][j][k];

/*⋅ ⋅ ⋅ */

Algorithm 1: Part of MPDATA implementation.

operational intensity ratio. The main requirement is to keep
all the intermediate results in the cache memory only. When
the intermediate results will be held in the cache hierarchy,
the memory traffic will be generated only to transfer the
required input and output data for each MPDATA time step.
This aim can be achieved by using a mixture of two well-
known loop optimization techniques [32, 33]: loop tiling
and loop fusions. Both techniques are most often used to
maximize the operational intensity ratio, reduce the loop
overheads, increase the instruction parallelism, and improve
the cache locality [33, 34].

The idea of block decomposition using the mixture
of loop tiling and loop fusion techniques is shown in
Algorithm 2. The proposed block decomposition is based on
the loop tiling technique, then adding the loop fusion to the
tiling (block) management level, and finally reusing the loop
fusion, but on the intratile level.

The starting point of the proposed block decomposition
is applying the loop tiling technique for the original version
of the MPDATA code. This process is applied for each stage
separately, where the loop’s iteration space of every stage
is partitioned into smaller chunks or blocks. Naturally, the
code does not require heavy modifications. Moreover, this
technique is also commonly used by compilers to make
the execution of certain types of loops more efficient [32].
Algorithm 2(b) presents an example of such modifications of
the MPDATA code.

Enabling the loop tiling for all the stages separately does
not give the desired performance gain. This is mainly due to

the fact that each stage is still characterized by a relatively
small arithmetic intensity ratio, and the main memory traffic
associated with intermediate computations is not reduced.
However, this step is necessary for the further optimization
steps based on the loop fusion technique.

The loop fusion optimization assumes merging the
selected loops, in order to reduce the loop overheads, increase
the instruction parallelism, improve the data locality, and
even reduce data transfers [32–34]. Taking into account all
the 17 MPDATA stages after applying the loop tiling (each
stage corresponds now to 6 loops, see Algorithm 2(b)), the
loop fusion optimization can be successfully applied for
loops associated with tilling management that correspond to
indices nBlockOff,mBlcokOff, and kBlockOff. In consequence,
all these loops now are merged (Algorithm 2(c)).

As a result of using the combination of these two
optimization techniques, the MPDATA grid is partitioned
into some MPDATA blocks, where subsequent blocks are
processed one by one. Every block includes all the stages
that performMPDATA computations on chunks of the corre-
sponding matrices. Furthermore, each computational block
is processed in parallel by the available computing units. The
primary aim here is the possibility to avoid main memory
data transfers associated with all intermediate computations.
This advantage can be achievedwhen relevant data, which are
required for computing everyMPDATAblock, are kept in the
cache hierarchy. Hence, the size 𝑛𝐵 × 𝑚𝐵 × 𝑙𝐵 of each block
has to be suited to the cache size. While the intermediate
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(a)
for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim

for 𝑘-dim
S1 = . . .

/ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ /

for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim

for 𝑘-dim
S3 = . . .

/ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ /

for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim

for 𝑘-dim
S14 = . . .

/ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ /

for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim

for 𝑘-dim
S17 = . . .

(b)
for 𝑛BlockOff tiles
for𝑚BlockOff tiles

for 𝑙BlockOff tiles {
for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim
for 𝑘-dim

S1 = . . .
}

/ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ /

for 𝑛BlockOff tiles
for𝑚BlockOff tiles

for 𝑙BlockOff tiles {
for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim
for 𝑘-dim

S3 = . . .
}

/ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ /

for 𝑛BlockOff tiles
for𝑚BlockOff tiles

for 𝑙BlockOff tiles {
for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim
for 𝑘-dim

S17 = . . .
}

(c)
for 𝑛BlockOff tiles
for𝑚BlockOff tiles

for 𝑙BlockOff tiles {
for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim
for 𝑘-dim

S1 = . . .
/ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ /

for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim
for 𝑘-dim

S3 = . . .
/ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ /

Algorithm 2: Continued.
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for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim
for 𝑘-dim

S14 = . . .
/ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ /

for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim
for 𝑘-dim

S17 = . . .
}

(d)
for 𝑛BlockOff tiles
for𝑚BlockOff tiles

for 𝑙BlockOff tiles {
for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim
for 𝑘-dim {

S1 = . . .
S2 = . . .
S3 = . . .

}

/ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ /

for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim

for 𝑘-dim {

S14 = . . .
S15 = . . .
S16 = . . .

}

/ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ /

for 𝑖-dim
for 𝑗-dim

for 𝑘-dim {

S17 = . . .
}

}

Algorithm 2: Idea of block decomposition: (a) basic scheme of MPDATA code, codes after applying loop tiling (b), loop fusion on tiles
management level (c), and loop fusion on intratile level (d), where S1, S2, . . ., and S17 are exemplary MPDATA stages.

results are stored in cache, the main memory traffic is only
generated for transfers of required input and output data.

However, the heterogeneous nature of the MPDATA
stages makes it difficult to implement the proposed block
decomposition. It is due to the stencil structure of depen-
dencies, as well as the dependencies between stages, where
outputs of the stages are usually input data for the next one.
Since each MPDATA block provides computations for all the
stages, some extra calculations are required for each block. As
a negative effect, each block also requires more input data, so
some extra transfers to the main memory are required.

Extra calculation and communication take place on the
borders between adjacent blocks. Thus, blocks have to be
extended by adequate halo areas. Opposite to the well-
known ghost cell expansion strategy [10, 35], which is
commonly used across homogeneous stencils corresponding
to successive time steps, the ghost halo expansion in the
proposed (3 + 1)D decomposition deals with heterogeneous
stencils corresponding to 17 MPDATA stages within a single

time step. The sizes of halo areas are determined in three
dimensions: 𝑖, 𝑗, and 𝑘, according to the data dependencies
between subsequentMPDATA stages placed along the fourth
dimension 𝑠. Hence, each of 5 input, 16 temporary, and one
output matrices is partitioned into chunks of size 𝑛𝐵 × 𝑚𝐵 ×
𝑙𝐵, which are further expanded by adequate halo areas of sizes
𝑖𝐿 and 𝑖𝑅, 𝑗𝐿 and 𝑗𝑅, and 𝑘𝐿 and 𝑘𝑅, respectively. Table 2
presents sizes of ghost halo areas for theMPDATA algorithm.

The proposed approach allows us to reduce the main
memory traffic at the cost of extra computations associated
with halo areas in chunks of intermediate matrices. Another
advantage of this approach is the possibility of reducing
the main memory consumption because all the intermediate
results are stored only in the cache memory. In the case of
coprocessors, it plays an important role because the size of
the on-board main memory is fixed and it is significantly
smaller than that in the case of traditional CPU solutions.
The requirement of expanding halo areas is one of the major
difficulties when applying the proposed approach, taking into
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Table 2: Sizes of ghost halo areas for MPDATA.

𝑖𝐿 𝑖𝑅 𝑗𝐿 𝑗𝑅 𝑘𝐿 𝑘𝑅

Input matrices
𝑢1 2 3 2 2 2 2
𝑢2 2 2 2 3 2 2
𝑢3 2 2 2 2 2 3
ℎ 2 2 2 2 2 2
𝑥In 3 3 3 3 3 3

Intermediate matrices
S1 2 3 2 2 2 2
S2 2 2 2 3 2 2
S3 2 2 2 2 2 3
S4 2 2 2 2 2 2
S5 1 2 1 1 1 1
S6 1 1 1 2 1 1
S7 1 1 1 1 1 2
S8 1 1 1 1 1 1
S9 1 1 1 1 1 1
S10 1 1 1 1 1 1
S11 1 1 1 1 1 1
S12 1 1 1 1 1 1
S13 1 1 1 1 1 1
S14 0 1 0 0 0 0
S15 0 0 0 1 0 0
S16 0 0 0 0 0 1

Output matrix (𝑥Out)
S17 0 0 0 0 0 0

account data dependencies betweenMPDATA stages and the
heterogeneous nature of MPDATA stencils.

Although somememory transfers are now eliminated, the
transfers associated with the input and output data still have
a negative impact on the overall system performance. In par-
ticular, it is noticeable for the first stages that they are strongly
dependent on the input data.This constraint can be alleviated
by the reuse of the loop fusion inside each MPDATA block.
It is applicable because some stages depend on the same
MPDATA input data (see Algorithm 1). Hence, compressing
(merging) the appropriately chosen stages (loops) into pack-
ages of stages leads to the reduction of the main memory
traffic for the input data. As a result, all the stages included
within every block are compressed into 6 packages of stages,
according to MPDATA data dependencies. This strategy also
allows us to reduce the loop overheads and improves the
data cache locality. The main disadvantage is the uniform
range of loops for the MPDATA stages contained in each
package. Thus, the loops ranges of some stages have to be
increased and, as a consequence, unnecessary calculations
will be performed. Algorithm 2(d) uncovers an effect of
applying the loop fusion technique inside MPDATA blocks.

Summarizing all of the above, the MPDATA grid is par-
titioned according to 𝑖-, 𝑗-, and 𝑘-dimensions into sev-
eral blocks. Every block is responsible for computing all
the 17 stages placed along the fourth dimension 𝑠, taking

into account an appropriate ghost expansion. This aim is
achieved by a mixture of the loop tiling and loop fusion
techniques (Algorithm 2(c)). Within a single block, each
stage provides computations for an adequate extended chunk
of the correspondingmatrix. Subsequently, the selected stages
are compressed into packages according to the loop fusion
optimization applied inside every block (Algorithm 2(d)).
Therefore, subsequent blocks are processed one by one, and
each computational block is processed in parallel by available
computing units. The execution of a sequence of blocks
determines the final output result for a single MPDATA time
step.

The proposed (3 + 1)D decomposition refers to the four
directions of distribution of the MPDATA computation,
where 𝑖-, 𝑗-, and 𝑘-dimensions are related to the grid
partitioning, while the fourth 𝑠-dimension is associated with
a particular order of executing MPDATA stages (packages).
This decomposition corresponds to the partitioning of the
MPDATA computational domain which is illustrated in
Figure 2.

5.3. Improving Efficiency of Decomposition. Although the
block decomposition of MPDATA allows for the reduction
of the memory traffic, it still does not guarantee a satisfying
utilization of target platforms. It is mainly due to the cost of
extra computations and communications, which have impact
on the performance degradation. In particular, the three
groups of extra computation and communication can be
selected according to the 𝑖-, 𝑗-, and 𝑘-dimensions. Some
of them can be reduced or even avoided by applying the
following rules.

(1) The additional calculation and communication in 𝑘-
dimension can be avoided if 𝑙𝐵 = 𝑙, and the size 𝑛𝐵 ×
𝑚𝐵 × 𝑙𝐵 of block is small enough to save in cache all
the required data. This rule is especially useful when
the value of 𝑙 is relatively small, as it is in the case of
NWP, where 𝑙 ∈ [64, 128].

(2) The overheads associated with 𝑗-dimension are
avoided by leaving partial results in the cache mem-
ory. It becomes possible when extra computations
are repeated by adjacent blocks. In this case, some
results of intermediate computation have to reside in
cache for executing the next block. Such an approach
corresponds to a temporal and space blocking tech-
niques [10, 24]. This rule requires us to develop
a flexible management of computations for all the
stages, as well as an adequate mapping of partial
results onto the cache space. In consequence, all the
chunks are still expanded by their halo areas, but
only some portions of these chunks are computed
within the current block. It means that this approach
does not increase the cache consumption. The idea
of improving the efficiency of block decomposition is
shown in Figure 3.

(3) In order to reduce additional calculations in 𝑖-
dimension, the size 𝑛𝐵 should be as large as possible
to save all the data required to compute a single block
in the cache hierarchy.
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6. Partitioning of Cores/Threads into
Independent Work Teams

Another method of improving the efficiency of the proposed
(3 + 1)D decomposition is the partitioning of available
cores/threads into independent work teams. The (3 + 1)D
decomposition moves the data transfers from the main
memory to the cache hierarchy. In consequence, a lot of
inter- and intracache communications are generated because
of dependencies between stages. Particularly, it is noticeable
when more than 200 Intel MIC’s threads cooperate, using L2
caches distributed across cores.

To alleviate this overhead, all the cores/threads are par-
titioned into independent work teams. This aim is achieved
by performing some extra computations within every work
team. The MPDATA grid is distributed into 𝑃 pieces of
size 𝑛𝑃 × 𝑚𝑃 × 𝑙𝑃 which are extended by adequate halo
areas (see Table 2). All computations within each piece are
processed by a single work team of threads, according to
the proposed (3 + 1)D decomposition. Hence, each piece is
decomposed into some MPDATA blocks, where subsequent
blocks are processed one by one, and each computational
block is processed in parallel by the corresponding work
team. Figure 4 illustrates the idea of partitioning of Intel
MIC’s processing cores into independent work teams.

The proposed method allows us to reduce inter- and
intracache communication overheads due to communication
between neighbor threads, as well as their synchronization.

This method also increases opportunities for the efficient
load distribution of MPDATA computations onto available
computing resources. The work teams execute computations
in parallel and independently of each other, within each time
step. These advantages are achieved at the cost of some extra
computations performed by teams.

In general, pieces of the grid corresponding to different
teams are characterized by various sizes. The numbers of
cores/threads assigned to different teams are varied, as well.
Figure 4 also shows an example of partitioning 60 Intel MIC’s
processing cores into 8 teams, and distributing the MPDATA
grid into 𝑃 pieces. To provide load balancing, we distinguish
4 teams with 8 cores each, and 4 teams with 7 cores each.
Moreover, pieces of the MPDATA grid corresponding to
these teams have different sizes along 𝑖-dimension. At this
point of our study, the estimation of 𝑛𝑃

𝑖
× 𝑚𝑃

𝑖
× 𝑙𝑃
𝑖
size

of the 𝑖th piece, and the number of cores/threads per each
team is based on empirical tests. Furthermore, it still requires
some performance modeling. In particular, the autotuning
technique [14] is a promising direction for estimating the best
configuration of required parameters.

7. MPDATA Parallelization

7.1. Task andData Parallelism. In order to utilize the comput-
ing resources available in the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor, the
proposed approach employs two main levels of parallelism:
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Figure 4: Partitioning of Intel MIC’s processing cores into work teams when performing MPDATA computations.

(i) task parallelism which allows for utilizing more than
200 logical cores;

(ii) data parallelism to use efficiently 512-bit vector pro-
cessing units.

The MPDATA grid is distributed into a set of pieces.
All computations within each piece are performed by the
corresponding work team, according to the proposed (3
+ 1)D decomposition (see Figure 4). Hence, every piece is
partitioned into some MPDATA blocks, where subsequent
blocks are processed one by one, and each block of size 𝑛𝐵 ×

𝑚𝐵 × 𝑙𝐵 is processed in parallel by the work team.
Every block is further decomposed into subblocks of size

𝑛𝐵
∗
× 𝑚𝐵

∗
× 𝑙𝐵
∗, where each subblock is processed by a

certain thread of the work team. A sequence of all the
MPDATA stages is executed within every subblock, taking
into account the adequate halo areas. Due to the data
dependencies of MPDATA, appropriate synchronizations of
all the threads within the work team are required between
stages. All computations within every subblock correspond
to a task. As a result, all the work teams provide parallel
computations, and tasks are processed in parallel by the
threads of every work team.

Another level of parallelization is SIMDification applied
within each task (thread). The scalar implementation of
MPDATA is converted to a vector version, which processes
one operation on multiple pairs of operands at once. So, the
scalar instructions are replaced by the Intel SIMD instruc-
tions. The vectorization is performed within 𝑘-dimension,
where the value of size 𝑙𝐵∗ is adjusted to the vector size.

7.2. Distribution of Calculations withinWork Team. An appro-
priate distribution of calculations within team of cores is
crucial for optimizing the overall system performance. The
purpose is to provide the trade-off between two coupled cri-
teria: load balancing and intracache communication. In fact,
aiming at improving the load balancing within a team, we
have to take into account the possibility of undesirable effect

of increasing the communication between cores/threads,
implemented through the cache hierarchy.

Figure 5 illustrates an example of two scenarios of dis-
tributing MPDATA calculations within a given team of cores
for the block of size 1 × 8 × 𝑙. In this example, a single team
corresponds to 4 cores (one thread per core is assumed). The
first scenario (Figure 5(a)) features less amount of intracache
communications between tasks (threads) than the second
one. However, the load imbalance within the team of cores is
noticeable in this scenario. The second one provides a better
load balance across available resources assigned to a team, but
it requires more intracache communications.

Because of the intracache communications between tasks,
the overall systemperformance depends on a suitablemethod
of pinning the task to available cores. Therefore, the physical
core affinity plays a significant role in optimizing the system
performance. In this work, the affinity is adjusted manually
to force communication between tasks placed onto the
closest adjacent cores, as much as possible. This increases
the sustained intracache bandwidth, as well as reduces cache
misses, and the latency of access to the cache memory.

8. Preliminary Performance Results

In this section, we present preliminary performance results
obtained for the double precision 3D MPDATA algorithm
on the platforms introduced in Section 3. In all the tests, we
use the icc compiler as a part of Intel Parallel Studio 2013,
with the same optimization flags. The best configurations,
including number of teams, sizes of pieces, size of block, and
distribution of computation within teams, are chosen in an
empirical way, individually for each platform.

To take advantage of Intel MIC computing resources,
the OpenMP standard is used for multi-/manycore program-
ming. Moreover, to perform computations according to the
proposed adaptation, a dedicatedmechanism for themanage-
ment ofMPDATAparallel computations is developed. Firstly,
the synchronization of threads required after each time step
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Figure 5: Example of distribution of calculations within a team of cores: (a) first scenario decreases load balancing for reducing intracache
communications; (b) second scenario improves load balancing at the cost of increasing intracache communications.

is performed using the OpenMP barrier construct. Secondly,
a dedicated synchronization mechanism is implemented to
ensure synchronization among threads of each work team,
providing the correct execution of MPDATA stages inside
each time step. This mechanism is based on using the
OpenMP atomic directive. Furthermore, to utilize vector
units available inside each Intel MIC core, scalar instructions
are replaced by appropriate Intel SIMD intrinsics.

Currently, only the first four stages of MPDATA are
implemented and tested. It should be noted that these stages
require to transfer all 5 input and one output matrices and,
as a consequence, the overall system performance for the
proposed adaptation is still limited by the main memory
traffic. According to the proposed (3 + 1)D decomposition
of MPDATA, the other stages will perform computations on
the data kept in cache. The final performance gain for the
proposed adaptation will be revealed when the computations
for all the MPDATA stages will be programmed.

Figure 6 presents the normalized execution time of the
3D MPDATA algorithm, for 500 time steps and the grid of
size 1024 × 512 × 64.

Figure 6(a) shows the performance gain for the improved
version of (3 + 1)D decomposition. The proposed method
of reducing extra computations allows us to speed up the
MPDATA block version from 2 to 5 times, depending on the
platform used and size of the grid.

The advantages of applying the loop fusion technique
on the tile management level are shown in Figure 6(b). This
technique permits the increase of the performance by about
5–10%.

The impact of block size on the overall performance is
illustrated in Figure 6(c). In general, the larger the block size
the higher the performance. However, the limiting factor is
the cache size.

According to Figure 6(d), among the four tested config-
urations, the best results are obtained for the configuration
containing 10 teams, with 24 threads per each team. These
configurations are highly distinguished with respect to the
load balancing of MPDATA computations and intracache

communications. Therefore, significant performance differ-
ences are observed in these tests.

The advantages of using vectorization are observed for all
the platforms. In particular, for Intel Xeon Phi 7120P, it allows
us to accelerate computationsmore than 3 times, using all the
available cores/threads (Figure 6(e)).

Figure 6(f) shows the performance obtained for the
different numbers of threads per core, using Intel Xeon Phi
7120P. The best efficiency of computation is achieved when
running 4 threads per core.

The performance comparison of all the platforms is
shown in Figure 7. For each platform, we use all the available
cores with the vectorization enabled. As expected, the best
performance result is obtained using Intel Xeon Phi 7120P.
This coprocessor executes the MPDATA algorithm almost 2
times faster than two Intel Xeon E5-2697 v2CPUs, containing
24 cores totally. Both models of the Intel Xeon Phi coproces-
sor give similar performance results.

Additionally, a basic parallel version of the MPDATA
algorithm has been implemented and compared to the
proposed adaptation. This version is based on applying the
OpenMP API and using a set of compiler directives. For
Intel Xeon Phi 7120P, the proposed adaptation allows us to
accelerate computations more than 4 times in comparison to
the basic version, while for the Intel CPUs this adaptation
increases the performance about 3 times. It should be noted
that the efficiency of our adaptation scheme will increase
when all the MPDATA stages will be included into the code.
At the same time, the efficiency of the basic parallel version
will be at a similar level as for the four MPDATA stages.

9. Conclusions and Future Work

Using the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor to accelerate com-
putations in the 3D MPDATA algorithm is a promising
direction for developing the efficient parallel implementation
of the EULAG model. Rewriting the EULAG code, and
replacing conventional HPC systems with heterogeneous
clusters using accelerators such as Intel MIC, is a prospective
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Figure 6: Preliminary performance results: (a) performance gain for improved version of (3 + 1)D decomposition; (b) advantages of applying
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way to improve the efficiency of using this model in practical
simulations.

The main challenge of the proposed parallelization is to
take advantage of multi-/manycore, vectorization, and cache
reusing. For this aim, we propose the block version of the
3DMPDATA algorithm, based on combination of loop tiling
and loop fusion techniques. Such an approach gives us the
possibility to ease memory bounds by increasing the efficient
cache reusing, and reducing the memory traffic associated
with intermediate computations. Furthermore, the proposed
method of reducing extra computation allows us to accelerate
the MPDATA block version up to 4 times, depending on the
platform used and size of the grid.

Another method of improving the efficiency of the pro-
posed block decomposition is the partitioning of available

cores/threads into teams. Each team corresponds to a piece
of the MPDATA grid and executes calculations according
to the block decomposition strategy. It allows us to reduce
intercache communication overheads due to communica-
tions between neighbour threads/cores, and their synchro-
nizations. This method also increases opportunities for the
efficient load distribution of MPDATA computations on
available resources.

An appropriate distribution of calculations within teams
of cores is crucial for optimizing the overall system per-
formance. The purpose is to provide the trade-off between
two coupled criteria: load balancing and intracache commu-
nication. Aiming at improving the load balancing within a
team, the possibility of an undesirable effect of increasing the
communication between cores/threads has to be taken into
account.

In all the performed tests, the Intel Xeon Phi 7120P copro-
cessor gives the best performance results and executes the
MPDATA algorithm almost 2 times faster than two Intel
Xeon E5-2697 v2 CPUs, containing 24 cores totally. The
proposed adaptation allows us to utilize both Intel Xeon Phi
and Intel Xeon CPU computing resources. For Intel Xeon
Phi 7120P, the proposed adaptation executes MPDATA com-
putation 4 times faster than the basic version, while for the
Intel CPU this adaptation increases the performance about
3 times. The multi-/manycore and vectorization features of
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the Intel MIC and Intel CPU play the leading role in the
performance exploitation. The other important feature is a
suitable selection of the block size, number of teams, number
of threads per core, and an adequate thread placement onto
physical cores. All these features have a significant impact on
the sustained performance.

The achieved performance results provide the basis
for further research on optimizing the distribution of the
MPDATA calculation across all the computing resources
of the Intel MIC architecture, taking into consideration
features of its on-board memory, cache hierarchy, computing
cores, and vector units. Additionally, the proposed approach
requires us to develop a flexible data and task scheduler, sup-
ported by adequate performance models. Another direction
of future work is adaptation of MPDATA to heterogeneous
clusters with Intel MICs, with a further development and
optimization of our code.
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